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Abstract: Image classification of brain tumor MRI       
data is very critical and decisive work. In this         
paper, we implemented an algorithm to classify       
images of brain tumors from the data of those who          
do not have tumors using two efficient well-known        
classification techniques namely KNN and SVM.      
The pre-processing techniques include Gaussian     
Filtering and Adaptive median filtering were      
implemented for both classifiers, by extracting the       
HoG features. When an impulse noise is dominant        
in such an image, a normal adaptive median filter         
is well known way to remove the impulse noise.         
For both classifiers the accuracy has been       
determined, the results vividly show that SVM       
performs far better than K-NN with an accuracy        
of 81.1%, whereas the accuracy obtained for       
K-NN was 57.64%. The entire analysis is done        
using MATLAB 2019a software. 
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          Ⅰ. Introduction 

Brain tumor, in clinical treatment, is generally       
diagnosed by computer tomography and magnetic      
resonance imaging(MRI). Abnormal and uncommon     
development of brain cells can cause brain tumors.        
As the skull is a firm and volume-limited body part,          
any unanticipated development may affect the      
functioning according to the entangled part of the        
brain and it might spread to other organs of the body.           
Classification of brain tumors can be done in many         
ways, like primary or secondary tumors. Around 70%        
of all brain tumors are primary, whereas secondary        
tumors are the remaining 30%. According to its        
origin, this classification is determined. All the       
tumors initiating in the brain are called primary        
tumors, whereas the tumors whose origins can be        
traced in other parts of the body and then extended to           
the brain are said to be secondary tumors, and         
unfortunately many of them are said to be        
malignant.  

     

  
Fig.1. Block diagram representing Brain tumor detection. 
 
Classification of brain tumors can be done by using         
many imaging techniques such as magnetic resonance       
imaging. MRI’s prevalence arises from the fact that it         
does not use ionizing radiation while scanning, the        
predominant soft-tissue resolution and the ability to       
pertain different images using various imaging      
notations or by adopting contrast-enhanced agents.      
Here we are going to classify the benign tumors         
images from malignant tumor images using different       
algorithms like KNN (K nearest neighbors) and SVM        
(support vector machine) as shown in Fig.1. The        
classification here is done by finding similar data        
points in the training data the extension of support         
vector classifiers is the support vector machine that        
has non-linear class boundaries which are caused by        
making the feature space bigger using kernels. The        
more emphasis on KNN and SVM classifications and        
their results with respective accuracies are given in        
the further sections below. 

 
       Ⅱ. Preprocessing 

Gaussian Filtering: Generally noise is random and       
there are several types of noises are there in         
present-day life but here our main focus is to deal          
with Image noise, which is a random variation of         
intensities over spatial domain i.e, pixel by pixel of         
an Image. Ideally preprocessing of an image will        
enhance the information hidden in an image i.e,        
filtering noise from an image. The main sources of         
image noise can be electrical, due to high        
temperature, to filter out the noise we have to opt one           
effective noise filtering technique An important      
concern is how to implement an effective noise        
filtering technique. 

 



 
 

So we considered the Additive White Gaussian Noise        
(AWGN) as the primary noise in an image because         
like the white colour it has all frequencies of noise          
components over its bandwidth and if we have to         
filter out this noise the function used for filtering         
should be a gaussian. The main advantage is whether         
the filter is in the time domain or frequency domain          
the function is a Gaussian and the inbuilt command         
imgaussfilt in Matlab 2019a used for filtering will        
perform the filter operation in the time domain or         
frequency domain based on internal heuristics. To       
remove this noise we used Gaussian function [1]        
which is of the form (1) 
 

      (1)(x, )F y = 1
2×pi×σ2 × e

2×σ2 
−(x2 +y2 )  

 

 
Where (x,y) represents the location of each pixel of a          
2D image. 

 represents standard deviation.σ  
 
When we apply Gaussian function to an image each         
pixel intensity value will be replaced by the average         
of all neighborhood pixel’s, which shows that the        
pixels which are closer to the origin will have high-          
intensity value because of gaussian and the       
neighborhood pixels will have low-intensity values      
[2] when their distance from the origin increases,        
results in vanishing of edges in image and causes         
image blur, which is commonly known as Gaussian        
blur [3] as shown in Fig.2. Mathematically it is the          
convolution sum of a given image with the Gaussian         
function. 
 

     

 Fig.2.Normal Image and Gaussian Blur 
 
Adaptive Median Filter: The window size of the        
adaptive median filter is not constant and keeps on         
changing over its period, this is the main reason it has           
been chosen over the standard median filter. The        
algorithm is described as follows: 
The image is divided into rectangular blocks Rxy for         
the adaptive median filter to operate on. During the         
filtering operation, the size of Rxy can be amended         

using adaptive median filtering[5] which varies with       
some specific constraints as mentioned below. The       
output of the operation shows a monotonous value        
that replaces the pixel value at the specified        
position[6]. notations have been used are :  

Hmin =the minimum pixel value in Rxy   
Hmax =the  maximum pixel value in Rxy
Hmed =the median pixel value in Rxy
Hxy    = coordinate at location (x,y)  
Rmax = approved maximum size  

Now we look over the adaptive median filter. Hmed         
is not an impulse noise, Since Hmin < Hmed         
<Hmax. If that is the case, the algorithm jumps to          
Stage B. The gist of Stage B is: Hxy is evaluated to            
see if it is an impulse noise or not. If Hxy is indeed             
an impulse noise, it will be replaced by Hmed. If that           
is indeed the case, Hxy is considered not an impulse          
noise. Now, if and only if the pixel is an impulse, the            
filtered image’s pixel value remains the same as        
shown in Fig.3.  

     

Fig.3. Normal Image and Filtered Image. 
 
This filter carries out the operation of removing the         
impulse noise and decreases the distortion from the        
image. Images corrupted with the noise greater than        
0.2 probability can be allowed and managed as well.         
The result so obtained is much better than the results          
obtained from the standard median filter.  

           Ⅲ. Feature Extraction 

Feature extraction is one of the important steps before         
feeding it to any classifier. In this paper, we         
discussed the HOG feature extractor which can be        
used for improving the accuracy of object detection. 
 
Gradient determination: Gradient calculation is the      
primary step in deriving the hog features. In the first          



 
 

step, horizontal and vertical derivatives are applied as        
kernels. Generally 1D derivative mask of dimension  
1*3 and 3*1 is applied in horizontal and vertical  
Direction.  
 
  Dx -Horizontal mask in the x-direction.  
  Dy- Vertical mask in the y-direction. 
 
Dx = 

-1 0 1 
Dy =  

 -1 

 0 

 1 
 
Orientation segregation: 
In this process based on the gradient determination        
magnitude and orientation matrices are generated and       
based on the orientation i.e either from 0 to 360          
degrees or from 0 to 180 degree unsigned bins are          
generated. The orientation value is mapped to the        
corresponding magnitude and the weighted voting      
process will be carried out in such a way that the           
magnitude value will be distributed into the       
corresponding bin in which its orientation belongs to        
and the magnitude will be constantly added. Another        
alternative is computing square of the gradient. Dalal        
et.al proposed 9 bins and 0-180 degree unsigned        
combinations give the best results for face detection        
and the same has been followed for the image         
classification. 
 
Feature descriptor: 

Block normalization is implemented to reduce       
the bad intensity levels in the pixel values. This         
process is implemented by concatenating the cells of        
the image and concatenating cells helps in the        
overlapping of the blocks at least once which helps in          
the contribution to form the feature descriptor       
accurately[7]. Blocks can be formed in two ways        
either rectangular or circular block. Rectangular hog       
block method is implemented by forming square grid        
and rectangular grids shown in Fig.4 and it depends         
on how many number of cells in each block and the           
number of pixels in each cell and also the number of           
channels in a histogram[8]. Based on Dalal et al         
exploration there are four methods[9] for block       

normalisation which contributes to the effective      
formation of feature descriptors. 
  
 L2-normalisation              (2)/  f = u √||u ||2

2 + e2  

Similarly L2-hys can be formed by clipping (limiting        
the maximum values of v to 0.2) and        
renormalisation), as in equation (3) and (4) 
 
L1-normalisation:           (3)f /   = u √||u ||1 + e  
L1-square root:                            (4) f = √u/||u ||1 + e  
 
It has been proved that L2-hys, L2-normalisation (2)         

and L1-square root (4) has equal performance and        
L1-norm (3) has less reliability in performance over        
the other processes but an improved performance       
over the non-normalised method.  

      
 
Fig. 4.Normal Image and Feature Vector Image. 
 
     Ⅳ. Classification 
 

A. Support Vector Machine(SVM):  
Support vector machine (SVMs) SVM finds the best        
isolating (maximaledge) hyperplane between dataset     
and testset in the component space, which prompts        
maximal speculation. Albeit and few authors have       
exhibited the hypothetical foundation of the spatial       
properties of SVMs, uncovered completely [10], the       
standard of illuminating strategies originates from the       
arithmetical field (basically decay). A standout 
Optimisation amongst other delegate mathematical     
operations with regard to speed and simplicity of        
usage, by introducing some high standard adaptable       
properties, namely Sequential Negligible    
Optimization (SMO) [11]. The most important      
problem is to deal with the spatial properties of         
learning and lucidity of SVMs in the vector space,         
which results in double portrayal i.e, the projection of         
each and every class in the dataset and to calculate          
the hyperplanes from every individual points in       
vector space that the maximal edge for the detachable         
instance [12] and we have another instance i.e, non         
separable points in the component space, in such a         
case the optimisation used is Reduced Convex       



 
 

Structure (RCH) [13]. All things considered, the       
geometric calculations displayed as of recently ([14])       
are appropriate for unraveling legitimately the      
distinct case and in a roundabout way the        
non-divisible case through the stunt proposed in [15].        
Be that as it may, the previously mentioned        
(misleadingly expanding the vector space by      
including different points from different vector space       
) case which is identical to violation of the given          
constraints multiplied resulting parameters, due to the       
expansion of multifaceted nature by falsy expanding       
of elements in vector space resulting in the spatial         
properties of the subsequent SVMs can be poor[16].  
 
This hyperplane is unique for every model and it is          
constructed in a way that it reduces the maximum         
error and maximize the geometric margin. Testing       
data label is predicted by calculating the distance        
between training data features and testing data       
features and the label which has got the minimal         
distance will be assigned to the testing dataset. 
 

B. K-Nearest Neighbours(K-NN): 
It is one of the easiest algorithms in terms of          
application for classification and regression     
predictive problems. Also, it is easy to predict the         
output and minimize the calculation time. 
 
Since we have noise filtered images of both        
benign(Class 1) and malignant (Class 2) classes, we        
intend to categorize the data into these two classes.         
All the features extracted through HoG lie on the         
axes. Each feature gets each axis. Since we have         
extracted 36 HoG features, we will have 36 different         
axes. 
The “K” in the name is for the nearest neighbors we            

wish to take votes from. A circle is then drawn with           
the test input as the center and the size just enough to            
capture “k” points inside it[17]. Using the ‘k’ closest         
points to that input data point, we predict the output.          
The input is categorized as the class that gets the          
maximum number of votes. 
The choice of parameter K plays a vital role in this           
algorithm. In general, a big K value is considered to          
be precise as it optimizes the total noise but there is           
no 100% assurance. The other way of determining        
the perfect K value is by using a cross-validation         
method [18]. These methods help in providing better        
results than neural networks. K value boundaries can        
be made for each class and these boundaries will         
segregate benign from malignant images.     
Consequently, the value of K will be shown on the          
class boundaries. The smoothening of boundaries is       

directly proportional to the increase in k value. As k          
tends to reach infinity, every data point finally        
becomes one of either class which depends on the         
total majority. Different K values give different       
training error rate and validation error rate and these         
need to be accessed[19]. The error rate comes to be          
zero whenever the value of k is one as the closest           
point to any training point is the point itself. And so           
the prediction is always accurate with k=1. 
After the segregation of the training data and it’s         
validation from the given dataset, the optimal value        
of k can be obtained by plotting the validation error          
curve. Now, this k is almost perfect and can be used           
for all the predictions. 
The similarity measure between the input data points        
and the existing data points can be taken using         
distances between them. Our algorithm used the       
Euclidean distances between the data points. 
                       d(p,q) = sqrt(∑square(pi - qi) 

 
Ⅴ. Results and evaluation 

 

 
Fig.4. Graph showing Accuracies of best fitted models 
 
L1 represents classification with SVM. 
L2 represents classification with  KNN. 
 
Conclusion: The problem addressed here is the       
classification of image data for MRI classification as        
benign or malignant using two classification      
algorithms namely SVM and KNN in order to assess         
the effectiveness of these algorithms. Having used       
both SVM and KNN and analyzing all the facts and          
working with the same number of images and        
extracting the same features from the images, it can         
be safely and confidently said that SVM is way better          
and far more precise than KNN in terms of         
classification accuracy. As can be determined by the        
confusion matrix, the accuracy of SVM is 81%        
whereas the accuracy of KNN is 60%, which is very          
poor comparatively. Also the computation time      



 
 

required for SVM was less when compared to KNN         
making it even more effective. SVM is better at         
traditional pattern recognition approach also. As a       
final remark, it can be said that parametric classifier         
like SVM should be preferred over non parametric        
ones like KNN. 
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